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Mass and electrical charge are fundamental properties of biological macromolecules. Although molecular mass has long been
determined with atomic precision, a direct and precise determination of molecular charge remains an outstanding challenge.
Here we report high-precision (<1e) measurements of the electrical charge of molecules such as nucleic acids, and globular
and disordered proteins in solution. The measurement is based on parallel external field-free trapping of single
macromolecules, permits the estimation of a dielectric coefficient of the molecular interior and can be performed in real time.
Further, we demonstrate the direct detection of single amino acid substitution and chemical modifications in proteins. As the
electrical charge of a macromolecule strongly depends on its three-dimensional conformation, this kind of high-precision
electrometry offers an approach to probe the structure, fluctuations and interactions of a single molecule in solution.

The electrostatic properties of macromolecules—specifically,
their electrical charge and interior dielectric characteristics—
are a vital component of their function as they contribute to

the physical basis of mechanisms that range from molecular recog-
nition, signalling and enzymatic catalysis to protein folding and
aggregation, and are of fundamental relevance in experiment and
theory1–4. ‘Supercharged’ isoforms of evolutionarily conserved
proteins are known to confer extreme physiological capacities on
certain species, presumably because of their enhanced stability to
aggregation at high concentrations5,6. Moreover, the addition and
removal of small amounts of structural charge—in the form of
phosphate groups or other post-translational modifications—
modulates not only such a basic phenomenon as protein stability,
but also subcellular localization or function, and can regulate
macroscopic processes such as metabolism at the systemic level4.
A recent study demonstrated that the addition of as few as two phos-
phate groups to a protein induced a folding–unfolding transition
and altered its binding affinity by orders of magnitude3. Not surpris-
ingly, several disease states are correlated with altered phosphoryl-
ation of proteins, for example, disordered proteins, such as tau
and α-synuclein involved in Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease,
and multimeric proteins, such as the stress-activated p53 implicated
both in ageing and cancer7,8. A high-precision, direct measurement
of the effective charge of a macromolecule in solution would not
only permit the detection of minute differences of chemical compo-
sition in molecules, but would also offer a new physical dimension
to systematically probe three-dimensional (3D) molecular structures
and monitor structural changes in real time, which has important
biochemical and biophysical implications.

At the simplest level, a direct sum over a macromolecule’s
charged groups yields a qualitative estimate of its net electrical
charge at a given solution pH:

qstr =
∑

i

je

1 + 10j(pH−pKi)
(1)

where i denotes each ionizable group, pKi is the negative logarithm
of its acid dissociation constant and j = +1 or −1 for basic or acidic
groups, respectively. In practice, however, collective interactions in a

densely packed system of charges can dramatically modify the mol-
ecule’s effective charge in solution via two separate phenomena—
namely, charge regulation and charge renormalization. The
former concerns an alteration in the charged state of an ionizable
group in the context of the molecular environment, whereas the
latter deals with the highly nonlinear screening of molecular
charge by counterions in the surrounding electrolyte phase. Both
phenomena generally result in a reduced effective charge of an elec-
trically charged object, and have received extensive theoretical atten-
tion, from polyelectrolytes9,10 and proteins11,12 to colloidal
particles10,13–15 and charged surfaces in solution.

Here we present a methodology to measure a macromolecule’s
electric charge with the precision of a single charge and below
(<1e) by exploiting the electrostatic fluidic trap for nanoscale matter
in solution16,17.

Trapping charged macromolecules in solution
The trap is created in a fluid-filled gap between two electrically
charged walls. Nanoscale structuring of one of the surfaces leads
to a modulation of the local electrostatic potential, which creates a
deep thermodynamic potential well for a like-charged molecule
(Fig. 1a,b). In our experiment, we introduce the molecular species
of interest labelled with two fluorescent dye molecules, at a typical
concentration of 50 pM in a solution of total salt concentration
c ∼ 1–3 mM (up to 2.5 mM NaCl, 1 mM Tris, pH 8.7–9.1), into
an array of electrostatic fluidic traps and image the dynamics
using wide-field fluorescence microscopy. In our current work,
the physical dimensions of the geometric perturbation that creates
the trap (nanostructure depth and diameter generally 200–600 nm)
are much larger than the Debye length, κ−1 ∼ 10 nm, the character-
istic length scale of electrostatic interactions. As a result, a molecule
in a trap inhabits a region of zero electric field and zero electrical
potential, and chemical equilibrium ensures that the solution
conditions at the bottom of the potential well, where the molecule
spends most of its time, are identical to those in the bulk solution.

We achieve stable trapping of biomolecules such as 10–60 base
oligonucleotides of ssDNA, dsDNA and intrinsically disordered
proteins (IDPs) (prothymosin α (Protα, 10 kDa) (refs 18,19) and
starmaker-like protein (Stm-l, 40 kDa) (ref. 20)), and a globular
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tetrameric enzyme, β-glucuronidase (Gusβ, 290 kDa) in aqueous
solution. The physical properties of interest for all the molecules
are summarized in Supplementary Table 1. Figure 1a presents
single Stm-l molecules confined in an array of electrostatic fluidic
traps on timescales longer than 30 min.

The depth of the potential well, W, determines the time, tesc,
spent by the molecule in the trap21, and can be modulated using
either the geometry of the well or the ionic strength of the solution,
or both. Decreasing W to approximately 6kBT, where kB is
Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature, permits a transition
from the regime of long-term trapping to short dwell times, tesc ≤ 1 s.

The escape-time electrometry approach
Operating in the rapid escape regime, with a sampling time in imaging
smaller than tesc, we can, on timescales of ∼100 ms to 1 s, acquire ade-
quate statistics on the escape process (∼100 escape events). An expo-
nential fit to the histogram of residence times yields a measurement of
tesc that is precise to within 5% (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Movie 1).
Thus, we achieve an accurate measurement of the average escape
time, tesc, of a few molecules, thermally sampling a high-density
array of shallow traps (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 7).

The depth of the trap, W, links the experimentally measured tesc
with the electrical charge of a trapped molecule. In thermally

activated escape from a deep potential well, the mean escape time of
an object, tesc, depends exponentially on the well depth, W, as illus-
trated by a Kramers-type expression, tesc = tr exp(W/kBT) (ref. 21).
Here tr is a timescale that depends on the position relaxation of
the particle in the well (which depends on its experimentally
measured hydrodynamic radius, rH) (Supplementary Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Table 1) and the geometry of the trapping potential.
The dominant contribution to W in our experiment is the
molecule’s spatial electrostatic free energy, F(r). Calculating F(r) as
previously described22, we find that it is well expressed by the relation
F(r) = qeffψ(r) (Supplementary Section 1), where ψ(r) is the local elec-
trostatic potential caused by the nanostructure and qeff denotes the
effective electrical charge of the molecule. The nanostructure geometry
and salt concentration in the experiment together determine ψ(r)
(ref. 16). 3D Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations of the escape of
a point object with a friction coefficient 6πηrH, from a potential well
whose morphology is given by F(r), yields the theoretically expected
relationship between a simulated escape time, tsim, and qeff (Fig. 2d).
The tsim versus qeff functional dependence thus readily converts the
experimentally measured timescale tesc into a measured effective
charge, qm. BD simulations are a one-time effort and the obtained
tsim versus qeff relationship can be simply rescaled to account for
variations in trap geometry and salt concentration. Further, although
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Figure 1 | Long-term trapping of single nucleic acid and protein molecules in solution. a, Schematic representation of fluorescently labelled disordered
protein Stm-l confined in an electrostatic fluidic trap (top), with a slit height of 2h = 75 nm, a trapping nanostructure diameter of 600 nm and a depth of
160 nm in a solution of 1 mM Tris (salt concentration, c = 0.25 mM). The bottom panels present spatial scatter plots of single confined molecules
superimposed on a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the surface topography. Scale bar, 1 µm (left panel). Scatter plots were generated from
stroboscopic images acquired using exposure times, texp = 10 ms, at a sampling rate of 70 mHz over a total measurement period >30 min using wide-field
fluorescence microscopy and single-particle tracking. b, The inferred x–y distribution of the minimum axial (z) electrostatic free energy in the confining
potential well, Fz(rt) (top), and measured radial sampling probability, P(rt), of a single trapped Stm-l molecule (bottom), where rt =
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models of the various biomolecules considered in this study, with charged residues highlighted in red (negative) and in blue (positive).
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the molecule is treated as a point object from the standpoint of the
electrostatics, its finite hydrodynamic radius, rH, is required in the
BD simulation to correctly capture the timescales of its diffusive
motion in the free-energy landscape.

Crucially, the exponential dependence of tesc on the molecule’s
solution-phase electrical charge renders possible charge measure-
ments with a precision much better than the elementary charge, e.
We thus introduce the concept of ‘escape from a potential well’ as
a measurement principle that offers major advantages over the pre-
viously described tracking-based approach to determine the charge
of single colloidal particles in solution17. Using the functional form
of the spatial confining potential to determine the charge of a
trapped object requires high signal-to-noise ratio detection of the
particle, with the experimentally measured quantity, for example,
a spring constant of confinement, depending at best linearly on
the entity’s charge. The escape-time approach we describe here uti-
lizes a telegraphic ‘on–off’ signal trace (Fig. 2a,b) and is ideally
suited to the measurement of weak emitters, thus enabling the
investigation of single molecules.

Overall, the statistically limited experimental error of <5% on tesc
implies a precision of <2% in the charge determination in a single
measurement. In practice, however, the experimental uncertainty,
he ≈ 1 nm, on the slit height (Supplementary Fig. 1) results in an esti-
mated overall single-measurement uncertainty of ∼10%, as evidenced

by the spread in the measured values from one experiment to the
next (Supplementary Fig. 8). This device-related measurement
uncertainty can, however, be reduced to the level of 2–6% by
averaging, as reflected in Fig. 3. However, a sequential (parallel)
measurement on spectrally identical (separable) molecules in a
single device would permit us to attain a statistically limited measure-
ment precision and thus distinguish molecular species that carry very
similar amounts of charge (see below). Escape-time electrometry
(ETe) thus offers a direct, rapid, highly sensitive and precise measure-
ment of the charge of a single nano-object or macromolecule in sol-
ution. The measurement does not require knowledge of the
molecule’s composition or structure. Given a protein’s amino acid
composition, however, we show that the measured charge, qm, can
be compared with the calculated effective charge, qc, determined
from free-energy calculations22 (Supplementary Section 1), and
used to infer the 3D distribution of the charge in the molecule, as
well as to estimate a dielectric coefficient of the molecular interior
for folded molecules. Thus, observing the ‘hopping dynamics’ of a
single molecule in a well-determined free-energy landscape should
yield a wealth of information on its physical and structural properties.

Measuring the effective electrical charge of biomolecules
Double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), a uniformly charged
linear polyelectrolyte that possesses negatively charged phosphate
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Figure 2 | ETe to determine the electrical charge of a trapped species. a, A single snapshot of fluorescently labelled ProTα molecules sampling a 3 × 3 array
of electrostatic fluidic traps (left) with slit height 2h = 76.4 nm (scale bar, 1 µm). The shape of the inferred confining potential well is given on the right.
A series of snapshots of the array acquired using an exposure time of texp = 30 ms at a frequency of 33 Hz over a period of ∼30 s is analysed by recognizing
the regions of interest defined by the locations of single traps (red squares) and monitoring the average intensity in the region as a function of time.
b, A representative time trace of a single region-of-interest. The time traces are analysed using a step-finding algorithm that identifies and determines the
duration of residence of a molecule in a trap, Δt. c, Residence- (escape-) time data recorded for ∼10–15 molecules (N = 300 escape events) are pooled and
the normalized histogram fit with a single exponential of the form P(Δt) = (A/tesc)exp(−Δt/tesc), which represents a Poisson process, in which tesc denotes the
average measured escape time and A≈ 1 (further details in Supplementary Fig. 7). d, 3D BD simulation result of the average escape time, tsim, of a molecule
as a function of its effective charge, qeff (black squares). The Brownian walk begins at the electrostatic potential minimum at rt = 0 and the molecule is
considered to have escaped the well when it traverses the dotted contour line in a. The black line is a linear fit of the obtained tsim versus qeff dependence in
the range of interest. In this case, the measured tesc = 0.35 ± 0.023 s (red circle) converts into a measured charge, qm= −30.9 ± 0.4e (Supplementary Fig. 8).
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groups (pKa = 2.2), serves as an ideal test object for our effective
charge measurement. A key length scale in the analysis of the effective
charge of polyelectrolytes is the Bjerrum length, lB,m = (e2/
4πɛmɛ0kBT), which denotes the distance over which two unit
charges that interact via a medium of dielectric coefficient, ɛm,
experience kBTworth of interaction energy, where ɛ0 is the permit-
tivity of free space (lB,w = 7.14 Å in water at 25 °C). Single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA) and dsDNA are assumed to have uniform charge
spacings, b = 4 and 1.7 Å, smaller than lB,w, which means that
strong charge renormalization is expected9,23.

We take the structural charge, qstr of an unlabelled DNA frag-
ment n bases in length as n + 1 for ssDNA and 2n + 2 for dsDNA,
which accounts for an additional negative charge on the 5′-end
phosphate group. Further, all the DNA oligomers in our measure-
ments are labelled fluorescently with two Atto 532 dye molecules,
which adds an additional two negative charges to the molecule in
all cases but one (Supplementary Fig. 4). Measurements were

performed in a regime in which the total observation time of a
single molecule is much shorter than the photobleaching time of
the fluorescent labels (Supplementary Fig. 7). dsDNA fragments
40 base pairs (bp) and 60 bp in length reveal measured effective
charges, qm = −37.1 ± 0.8e and −42.9 ± 2.5e, respectively, that
compare well with the corresponding calculated values of qc =
−32.4e and −45.7e. These values are substantially larger than the
expected qeff = (b/lB,w)qstr for infinitely long charged rods9 because
in our experiments we probe the molecules in the regime κ−1 ≃ L,
the fully extended length of the molecule. Here finite-size effects
make important contributions to the electrostatics24, as evident in
the electrical potential distributions presented in Fig. 3. For 10 base
and 60 base fragments of ssDNA, however, our measurements
surprisingly reveal values of effective charge that are around 30%
smaller than both our calculated qc values and other theoretical pre-
dictions (Supplementary Table 2). The reasons for this discrepancy
may lie in the high flexibility of ssDNA and its propensity for
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transient long-range intramolecular base pairing, which together
render the rigid uniformly charged rod an inadequate description
of the electrostatics.

Turning our attention to proteins—macromolecules that can
possess complex 3D structures and contain a mixture of charged
groups of different pKa values—we consider the IDPs ProTα and
Stm-l and the folded protein Gusβ. ProTα and Stm-l are similar
in that both are disordered polyelectrolytes with no secondary
structure, but they differ widely in structural charge. Stm-l and
the globular protein Gusβ, on the other hand, have nearly the
same value of qstr , but may be regarded as representing two limiting
cases at the level of 3D structure (Fig. 1c). All the proteins are fluor-
escently labelled with Atto 532, and each dye molecule is chemically
coupled to a cysteine residue on the protein. The IDPs carry exactly
two dyes per molecule and Gusβ an average of 2.1 dyes per mol-
ecule. Performing measurements at pH 8.8 ensures that the labelling
leaves the structural charge of the molecule essentially unchanged.

For ProTα and Stm-l, estimates of the mean intercharge spacing,
b = 10 Å and 12.7 Å > lB,w, suggest that, unlike a strongly charged
polyelectrolyte like DNA, the electrostatic interactions within
these disordered proteins are relatively weak, and charge renorma-
lization is unlikely to play as significant a role. For example,
consider ProTα with a structural charge of qstr = −46e. Assuming
a uniform average linear charge density of 1e nm−1, our calculation
suggests an effective charge of around −37.5e. The measurement,
however, reveals qm = −28.5 ± 1.2e, a substantially smaller value.
Interestingly, we find that the observation can be explained largely
by considering the pattern of charge within the primary structure
of the molecule, as opposed to merely its residue composition.
Rather than a uniformly distributed net charge, ProTα carries most
of its net negative charge (−25e) within a C-terminal stretch of 31
amino acids, flanked by two shorter stretches of high net negative-
charge density (shaded red in Fig. 3, and see Supplementary Fig. 4).

With b = 3.6 Å, these highly charged segments show substantial
charge renormalization, resulting in a calculated effective charge of
qc = −31e, which is close to the experimental measurement.

For Stm-l, with a structural charge of qstr = −102.7e and b > lB,w,
Manning theory predicts no renormalization9, whereas Netz and
Orland10 predict some renormalization, with qtheory = −96e
(Supplementary Table 2). Indeed, our experimental observation of
a comparatively large effective charge, qm = −88.8 ± 3.5e, reveals
little charge renormalization, and agrees remarkably well with our
calculated value, qc = −89.6e (Supplementary Table 2).

We then studied IDPs with sequential ETe on distinct molecular
species with the aim of measuring small differences in structural
charge between closely related molecular isoforms in a single
experiment. We performed escape-time measurements on each
molecular species of interest in a sequential manner in a single
ETe device, with intermediate steps of flushing with buffer solution,
as shown in Fig. 4. We focus on four modified versions of ProTα,
three that are labelled with different fluorescent dye molecules,
and a fourth carrying a mutation that replaces a negatively
charged glutamate (E) residue with a positively charged lysine (K)
at a single site. The dye molecules are organic entities that carry
net charges of 0 (Cy3B), −1e (Atto 532) or −2e (Alexa 546) per
molecule (Supplementary Fig. 4). Our results demonstrate the
ability to easily resolve ∼5% differences in charge in the electro-
statics of molecular isoforms by direct measurement (Fig. 4),
which is much larger than the ∼1% precision of the method.

Finally, we focus on Gusβ, a globular tetrameric protein whose
charge is dominated by acidic groups distributed fairly uniformly
throughout its 3D structure (Protein Data Bank entry 3K46,
Supplementary Fig. 5). At pH 8.8, the expected net charge based
purely on the molecule’s amino acid composition is qstr = −133.8 e.
Approximating a globular protein of total charge qstr by a dielectric
sphere of radius R filled with a uniform density of acidic groups
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of pKa ≅ 4, an analysis at pH 7 suggests a threshold criterion
(|qstr|lB,p/eR) ≃ 10−15 for the onset of charge regulation, where
lB,p = (e2/4πɛpɛ0kBT) (using Supplementary equation (1)). Taking
qstr = −133e and R = rH= 5.1 nm, even assuming a high value of
ɛp = 78.5 for the dielectric constant of the interior of the protein,
suggests substantial charge regulation in the molecule. Remarkably,
the measurement reveals tesc values for Gusβ comparable rather to
those of ProTα than of Stm-l, with an associated experimentally
inferred charge of qm = −21.5 ± 0.9e. Tuning the value of ɛp in our
free-energy calculation, we find that the measurement implies
ɛp = 11, which serves as a physical indication of the molecule’s
compact folded state. By way of comparison, an atomistic
calculation of the net charge of Gusβ under the experimental
conditions and assuming ɛp = 11 yields qtheory = −24.3e (ref. 25)
(Supplementary Section 1), which agrees very closely with our

prediction. The measurement thus reveals substantial charge
regulation for the globular protein, which confirms the theoretical
expectations based on a low dielectric interior26,27.

Measuring the charge of a single molecule in real time
As escape times are exponentially distributed, the fractional
measurement uncertainty on tesc from a sample of N statistically
independent ‘hops’ of a molecule is simply N−1/2 (Supplementary
Fig. 7). For N = 100, the logarithmic dependence of qm on tesc
implies ∼2% precision in determining qm. Speeding up the escape
process so that tesc < 20 ms and binning the entire time trace into
consecutive blocks of N = 2–100 hops permits a real-time read out
of the charge of a single molecule at a time resolution of ∼20 ms
to 1 s with respective uncertainties on qm of ∼20–2%. From a
study of single 60 b ssDNA and ProTα molecules in this fashion,
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Figure 5 | Real-time measurement of the electrical charge of a single molecule. a, Optical snapshots of a single 60 base ssDNA molecule (false colour)
sampling an array of traps, superimposed on an SEM of the trapping topography where the nanostructure diameter is 300 nm. b, The trajectory of the
molecule in time is used to generate its escape-time histogram. Scale bars, 500 nm. c, qm for single molecules determined from N recorded escape events or
hops. The fractional uncertainty on each measurement, qm,e/|qm|, is plotted below. The red line denotes the dependence (N−1/2/w) where, as expected, the
fit parameter w= 5 ± 0.6 is close to (〈W〉/kBT) = 6.8 ± 0.8, the average measured trap depth over all molecules in these measurements. d, Binning a long
single-molecule trajectory into groups of N = 3 and 20 consecutive events yields real-time measurements of qm at overall average temporal resolutions of
∼150 ms (grey symbols) and ∼1 s (black symbols) for ssDNA (top), and 370 ms (grey symbols) and 2.5 s (green symbols) for ProTα (bottom). Data are
presented for molecule no. 4 in each group. Time-averaged qm values are plotted as dashed lines in each case. All the images were acquired using exposure
times of texp = 5 ms; the experimental timescales were tesc,60 b = 34 ms and tcycle≈ 5 ms for 60 base ssDNA and tesc, ProTα = 72 ms and tcycle = 25 ms for
ProTα. For a given species, the average qm over all single molecules compares well with the ensemble measurements of Fig. 3. Error bars, s.e.m.
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we demonstrate the ability to measure the effective charge of a single
molecule in real time (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Movie 2).
Comparingourmeasurementswithsimulationsshowsthat the temporal
charge fluctuations presented in Fig. 5d are largely statistical in origin
(Supplementary Fig. 9). At the fundamental level, the concept we
propose would enable, for the first time, the observation of equilibrium
effective-charge fluctuations of a single molecule in solution that arise
from, for example, reactions, interactions or conformational changes.

Conclusions
The similarity in structural charge of Stm-l and Gusβ, but the
enormous difference in their measured effective charge, highlights
a central feature of this work, namely the experimental demon-
stration that 3D structure plays a decisive role in the solution-
phase electrical charge of a biological macromolecule.
Furthermore, in conjunction with atomistic models of the protein
interior, a direct measurement of a protein’s net charge using ETe
could be used to probe the local dielectric environment of the
protein, and thereby contribute substantially to the calibration of
force-field parameters in fully atomistic approaches28.

Although the measurements reported here were performed in a low
salt environment (∼2 mM), future experiments with an optimized
trap design and the use of alternative dielectrics or lipid bilayers as
surface materials will enable charge measurements in the higher salt
regime. Moreover, even though a comparison of the resulting
measured value of qm = −88.8e for Stm-l, for instance, with the
corresponding theoretically expected value of qc = −89.6e implies
excellent accuracy in the technique, it is nonetheless possible that
the measured values in Fig. 3 carry an underestimate of up to
∼10%. The uncertainty in a single measurement could be reduced,
and the accuracy of the method improved further, by including a
calibration molecule in the measurement whose effective charge is
accurately known. One possibility would be a linear polyelectrolyte
that carries a known number of ionizable groups spaced at a
uniform distance, b, significantly larger than the Bjerrum length, lB.
Doing so would circumvent residual uncertainties in slit height and
salt concentration, and enable the attainment, in a single measure-
ment, of an accuracy that potentially approaches the high precision
offered by the escape-time principle. Additionally, the requirement
of the method for a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio of about
three is ideally suited to the use of direct optical detection techniques,
for example, scattering interferometry, which could in future obviate
the need for chemical labelling of the molecule of interest29,30.

Beyond the individual molecule, these measurements can be
readily applied to monitor intermolecular interactions, for
example, measuring binding free energies associated with molecular
recognition31,32. Finally, as previously implemented in mass spec-
trometry, sequence-specific chemical modification, introduction of
amino acid exchanges or proteolytic cleavage could be used to probe
the 3D structure of the object of interest, enabling ultrasensitive,
rapid structural studies on biological macromolecules and molecular
complexes in the fluid phase33,34.

Data availability. The data that support the plots within this paper
and other findings of this study are available from the corresponding
author on reasonable request.
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1. Materials and Methods 

Experimental Methods 

Device fabrication and escape-time electrometry (ETe) experimental procedure 

Devices were fabricated as previously described 1. Surface nanostructures and nanoslit 
were extensively characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM), profilometry and 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Supplementary Fig. 1). DNA and proteins were 
purified and labelled as described below. A suspension of the test molecule at a 
concentration of 50 pM was loaded into the nanoslits by capillary flow. The inlet and 
outlet reservoirs were filled with fluid to arrest the flow. The device was then sealed, 
allowed to equilibrate for ca. 10 minutes and maintained in an Argon atmosphere during 
optical measurements.  

Trap arrays were imaged with standard wide-field fluorescence microscopy using a 100 
X, NA=1.32 oil immersion objective (Leitz Wetzlar, Germany), 532 nm excitation from 
a DPSS laser (Pusch OptoTech GmbH, Germany) and an EMCCD camera (iXon, Andor 
Inc., United Kingdom) for detection. Arrays were illuminated with an intensity of  
4 W/m2 and time-lapse videos were recorded using an exposure time, 

exp 5t  or 10 ms and a variable lag-time, lagt  between frames, such that 

cycle exp lag esc0.25t t t t   , typically. Solution pH and conductivity of the reservoirs were 

measured before and after every experiment using microconductivity (Laquatwin, 
Horiba Scientific, Japan) and micro-pH (Orionstar 215, Thermo Scientific, USA) 
meters. Calibration of the conductivity meter was performed using NIST-certified NaCl 
concentration standards (<0.2% uncertainty, Ricca Chemical Co., USA) 
(Supplementary Fig. 2). Intensity time traces for regions of interest corresponding to the 
trap locations (Fig. 2b) were analyzed using a step-finding algorithm with tunable 
threshold values. A single- exponential fit to the histogram of residence times 
representing 300 escape events in a single measurement yielded the escape time, esct  

presented in Fig. 2c. 

In the sequential ETe experiments, following the measurements of esct , solution pH and 

conductivity for one molecular species, the reservoirs were drained and the nanoslits 
flushed with buffer of the same composition for 5-10 minutes before the second species 
was loaded and measured as before (Fig. 4a). Hydrodynamic radii ( Hr ) of all molecules 

in this work were measured using two-focus Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, in 
solution conditions identical to the ETe measurement. The obtained Hr  values were 

confirmed in direct single molecule diffusion measurements in one-dimensional “line-
traps” in an ETe device 1 (Supplementary Fig. 3). 
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Biochemical procedures for purification and labelling of nucleic acids and proteins 

DNA 

All DNA oligomers were purchased from Microsynth AG (Switzerland) with Atto 532 
attached to the 3’ and 5’ termini (see Supplementary Fig. 4). The 40 bp ds DNA 
molecule however carried the Atto532 label only at the 5' end of both strands. The 
complementary strand for the 60 bp ssDNA was purchased without labels. The integrity 
of the DNA was examined with anion exchange chromatography on a DNAPac PA100 
4x250 mm column (Dionex, USA)  at 85 °C (low salt buffer: 5 M urea, 12.5 mM Tris-
HCl, pH 7.4; high salt buffer: 5 M urea, 12.5 mM Tris-HCl, 0.5 M sodium perchlorate, 
pH 7.4). The 40 bp and 60 bp dsDNA was annealed in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 5 mM 
MgCl2 and 50 mM NaCl at a concentration of 8.5 µM with a 2-fold molar excess of 
unlabelled complementary strand by heating the sample to 95°C for 3 min and letting it 
slowly cool down to room temperature.  

Fluorescent dyes 

The following fluorescent dyes were used in the preparation of labelled protein: Atto 
532 maleimide (Atto-Tec, Germany), Alexa Fluor 546 C5 maleimide (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, USA), and Cy3B maleimide (GE Healthcare, USA). Prior to labelling, the 
dyes were dissolved to 10 mg/ml in dry DMSO and sonicated for 2 min to dissociate 
oligomers. 

Protein preparation 

ProTα. A double-cysteine mutant of human prothymosin alpha, ProTα, was expressed 
and purified with an N-terminal His6-Tag according to published protocols 2. The 
protein was enriched with IMAC chromatography, reduced with 5 mM TCEP and 
purified further with RP-HPLC (Reprosil-Gold 200 C18, 5 µm, 250x4.6 mm, Dr. 
Maisch, Germany), using gradient elution with water + 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid 
/acetonitrile. Electro-spray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) of the purified 
protein confirmed that the N-terminal methionine was cleaved off during expression. 
The lyophilized protein was dissolved in 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) 
to a concentration of 150-250 µM. An equimolar amount of fluorescent dye (Atto 532, 
AlexaFluor 546 or Cy3B) was added to the protein solution. The reaction was incubated 
for 3 h at room temperature and quenched with 50 mM 2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME) 
before purification with RP-HPLC (see above). The fraction containing double-labelled 
protein was collected and dissolved in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) after freeze drying.  
Proper labelling was confirmed with ESI-MS.  

ProTα E59K. A plasmid encoding the E59K mutant of ProTα was produced with site-
directed mutagenesis. The protein was expressed and purified analogously to the 
original ProTα. The E59K variant was double-labelled at the cysteines with Atto 532. 
The molecular weight of the double-labelled protein was confirmed with ESI-MS. 

Starmaker-like. A double-cysteine mutant (A14C/A70C) of the Starmaker-like protein 
(Stm-l) of Oryzias latipes was purified according to published protocols 3. The protein 
(200 µM) was labelled for 2 h at room temperature with a 4.5 fold molar excess of Atto 
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532 in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl. After that, the reaction was quenched 
with 50 mM 2-ME. The free dye was separated from the protein by passing the reaction 
over a PD MiniTrap G-25 column (GE Healthcare), equilibrated with 20 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl. The double-labelled protein was further purified with anion 
exchange chromatography on a MonoQ 5/50 GL column (GE Healthcare), using a 
gradient from 50 mM to 1 M NaCl in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5. The protein was desalted 
on a G-25 column into 20 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM NaCl. Double labelling was confirmed 
by ESI-MS.  

β-Glucuronidase. E. coli β-Glucuronidase (Gusβ) was purchased from Sigma (G8295). 
The protein was dissolved in 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7, reduced with 5 mM DTT 
and loaded onto a Superdex 200 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 
50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0). The fraction corresponding to tetrameric 
GUS was collected. The protein (2.5 µM) was labelled immediately after elution with a 
threefold molar excess of Atto 532. The reaction was incubated at room temperature for 
3 h and quenched with 14 mM 2-ME. Residual free dye was removed on a G-25 column 
equilibrated with 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, followed by purification on a 
Superdex 200 increase 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) in the same buffer. The 
degree of labelling was determined to be 2.1 dyes/molecule via UV/Vis absorbance. The 
integrity of the protein under ETe measurement conditions was confirmed with 
analytical size-exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 increase column in 
running buffer of composition 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.3, 50 mM NaCl (Supplementary 
Fig. 5a). 

 

Dual-focus fluorescence correlation spectroscopy  

Dual-focus fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (2f-FCS) measurements 4 of Atto 532-
labelled molecules were performed according to published procedures 5,6 on a MT200 
instrument (PicoQuant, Germany). Alternating excitation of the sample with 483 nm 
was achieved with two orthogonally polarized lasers (LDH-D-C-485, PicoQuant) with a 
repetition rate of 20 MHz. A differential interference contrast prism (U-DICR, 
Olympus, Japan) was inserted into the beam to split the two polarization directions into 
two laser foci. The emitted photons from both foci were separated from the excitation 
light with a dichroic mirror (HC Triple laser beam splitter BS R405/488/594, Semrock, 
USA), split according to their polarization and color (595 DCXR (Chroma)) and 
detected with two avalanche photodiodes for each angle. The two detectors in each path 
were equipped with either an ET 525/50 filter (Chroma) or a HQ 650/100 filter 
(Chroma). The signal of the two channels was combined for data analysis, as Atto 532 
shows significant emission in both spectral regions. To match the spectral properties of 
ProTα-Cy3B and ProTα-Alexa 546, the sample was excited alternatingly with two white 
light continuum sources (SC-450AOTF, Fianium, UK; Solea, PicoQuant) pulsing at 20 
MHz, with 15 µW (Alexa 546) or 5 µW (Cy3B) excitation power each (measured at the 
back aperture of the objective). The appropriate wavelength was selected with a laser 
cleanup filter for the Fianium lightsource (BrightLine HC 532/3, Semrock) and by 
setting the tunable bandpass filter of the Solea to 528/7 nm. Emitted photons were 
separated from the excitation light with a dichroic mirror (triple line beam splitter 
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zt405/530/630rpc, Chroma), split according to their polarization and distributed onto 
two avalanche photodiodes, both equipped with a 585/65 ET bandpass filter (Chroma). 

The detected photons were combined into 100 ms bins to assess signal stability. 
Occasional aggregates (detectable by a spike in the fluorescence intensity trajectory) 
were removed from the photon trace prior to further analysis. The data analysis of the 
auto- and cross-correlation functions of the two foci was conducted according to Refs. 4 
and 5 with the addition of a triplet state component 6. From the molecular diffusion 
coefficient mD , the hydrodynamic radius, Hr , of the protein was calculated according to 

the Stokes-Einstein equation, B

6πH
m

k T
r

D
 , where η is the viscosity of water at 22°C. 

The dominant uncertainty in the diffusion coefficient originates from the uncertainty on 
the inter-focus distance, an input parameter for the fit which was quantified as 436±20 
nm from a calibration based on dynamic light scattering7. To assess the resulting 
uncertainty, we obtained the diffusion coefficient from fitting the correlation functions 
1000 times with the inter-focus distance varied randomly by 5% according to a normal 
distribution with a mean of 436 nm. The standard deviation of this fit corresponds to the 
error in Hr  given in Supplementary Table 1. All measurements were conducted at 2 nM 

concentration of the labelled species in the relevant buffer conditions (1 mM Tris, ~1 
mM NaCl) as in ETe experiments.  

 

Theoretical approach 

Poisson-Boltzmann model for the spatial electrostatic potential in the trapping 
nanostructure  

We begin modelling our electrostatic single molecule trap by calculating the 3D 
distribution of electrostatic potential ( ) r throughout the trapping nanostructure using 
COMSOL Multiphysics as previously described 1,8. We model the molecule as a 3D 
object as schematically depicted in Fig. 3, with the relevant geometric parameters listed 
in Supplementary Table 1. In previous work we treated the surface charge of the trapped 
object and walls of the system using constant charge or constant potential boundary 
conditions. Here we employ the charge regulation formalism 9 that permits us to account 
for the response of the ionizable groups to the local dielectric environment within the 
molecule as well as the pH of the surrounding electrolyte.  

We treat a globular protein as a salt-free sphere of uniform dielectric coefficient p , and 

radius, R equal to the molecule’s measured Stokes radius, Hr . The structural charge of 

the molecule arising from its chemical groups is considered as a charge density 
distributed uniformly throughout the spherical volume and is given by 

 
(pH-p ) 0

B
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This relation incorporates the response of the charged groups to the local electrical 
potential, ( ) r  and importantly reflects the uniform chemical potential of the protons 

throughout the system. Here, i  represents the volumetric number density of ionizable 

species i, p iK represents its acid dissociation constant,  j=+1 or -1 indicates a basic or an 

acidic species, Bk is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature. For proteins, we use 

intrinsic apK  values for the charged residues measured for Alanine pentapeptides 10. 

Bs ,m m

B p

1
2

l

k T r

 


 
   

 -A

  denotes the difference in solvation energy of the ionized group 

between the exterior electrolyte and interior dielectric. Here B,ml denotes the Bjerrum 

length in the electrolyte phase,  r -A  is the radius of the ionized group and m  and p  

denote the dielectric constants of the exterior electrolyte and interior dielectric medium 
respectively. 0  in turn can be used to incorporate additional non-electrostatic energy 

contributions to the ionization equilibrium, but is set to zero in this work. Electrolyte 
ions are not permitted to enter the dielectric sphere, and the Poisson equation 

p 0

( )
( )


 

  
r

r  describes the electrical potential, ( ) r within the sphere, where 0  is 

the permittivity of free space.  

Polypeptide chains, single-stranded and double-stranded nucleic acids are treated as 
rigid, hollow cylinders of diameters, D = 0.5 nm, 1 nm and 2 nm respectively, whose 
lengths, L correspond to full extension. We consider the charge of the molecule as a 
uniform density, ( ) r  all over the cylindrical surface representing the molecule, unless 
otherwise stated. Thus analogous to the spherical globular protein we have 
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, where  i r  represents the local 

surface number density of ionizable species i, and ( ) r  is the local surface potential. 

In the solution phase exterior to the object, the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation 

2( ) sinh ( )   r r  governs the spatial electrostatic potential, where 
2

A

m 0 B

2cN e

k T


 
  

denotes the inverse Debye length. Here AN  is Avogadro’s number, and we assume a 

uniform dielectric coefficient of m  78.5 representing water at 25 C, with pH and 

bulk salt concentration, c, corresponding to the experimental conditions. Note that 
similar to traditional treatments, our dielectric sphere is impervious to salt ions in the 
aqueous phase 11-13. But by contrast, protons are permitted to penetrate the sphere, 
enabling us to account for the pH- and interior dielectric coefficient-dependent titration 
of charged groups in a single calculation.  

Numerically solving for the spatial electrostatic potential and integrating the electric 
field over the surface of the sphere or cylinder representing the molecule directly yields 
the charge enclosed by the molecular surface, sq  under a given set of conditions. A low 
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dielectric coefficient entails strong coulombic coupling between charges embedded in 
the medium. The large excess of negative residues in a globular protein like Gus thus 
leads to strong charge regulation via Supplementary Equation (1), and as a result, sq  

departs significantly from the structural value, strq . We have validated the net charge 

predictions of our simple model of the protein interior against a fully atomistic 
calculation for Lysozyme using the H++ platform14 (http://biophysics.cs.vt.edu/H++, 
version 3.2) which employs the methodology proposed in Ref.12. The pK-1/2 values for 
individual groups generated by the same atomistic calculation platform were used to 
determine the value theory 24.3 q e   reported for Gus in Supplementary Table 2.  

Furthermore our model also captures experimentally measured trends of apK shifts 

reported for acidic10 and basic proteins15. Details on the validation of the model will be 
presented in a separate publication.  

Note that throughout this work we model the SiO2 walls of the trap using a single pK 
charge regulation model which, in conjunction with Poisson-Boltzmann equation 
describing the bulk electrolyte, models the response of the SiO2 surfaces to both the 
solution ionic strength and pH. The charge density on the walls of the slits is thus

 w
(pH-p ) w

B

( )

1 10 expK e

k T





 

  
 

r
r

, where = -8 e/nm2 is the number density of 

surface ionizable groups and pK=7.5 16. Supplementary Fig. 6 illustrates the influence of 

w  on the electrical potential difference   between the shoulders and center of the 

trap. 

Spatial maps of the electrostatic potential due to a single molecule, calculated using the 
above approach, are shown in Fig. 3. 

Numerical model for the effective electrical charge and interior dielectric coefficient of 
a trapped macromolecule 

In order to address the question of how the measured charge mq  compares with 

theoretical expectations, we first calculate ( )F r , the electrostatic free energy as a 
function of spatial position r of the molecule in the landscape. The electrostatic free 
energy calculation incorporates the mixing entropy of the counterions in solution as 
previously described8.  

Since we find that sq  remains constant regardless of the object’s spatial location in the 

trap, we calculate differences in the system electrostatic free energy, F between states 
where the molecule is situated at axial potential minima at the center of the trap and 
outside the trap - at the shoulders of the potential well - using the constant charge 
approach previously described8. We find that the calculated spatial electrostatic 
interaction free energy can be cast in the form c( ) ( )F qr r  (2), where cq  can be 

thought of as a calculated molecular “interaction charge”. We thus determine cq  via the 
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relation c

F
q







, where F  denotes the difference in calculated electrostatic free 

energy for positions of the molecule at the bottom and shoulders of the potential well 
and  in turn is the difference in minimum axial (z) electrical potential, between the 
bottom and shoulders of the trap, in the absence of the molecule. Note that the equality 
in Supplementary Equation (2) also forms the basis of our Brownian Dynamics 
simulation of escape of a point object of charge, effq from a trap potential landscape 

given by ( ) r , where ( ) r again refers to the spatial electrostatic potential distribution 
due to the nanostructure alone, in the absence of the molecule.  As such, Supplementary 
Equation (2) represents a parametrization of the electrostatic free energy of interaction 
in terms of an effective molecular charge which can not only be directly calculated as 
described above but as we show in our work experimentally inferred from an escape-
time measurement. 

For low object charge densities we note that c strq q , which is expected in the linear 

regime 17. For large charge densities however we find that cq  is smaller than strq , 

indicating charge renormalization. In particular in the point object regime, i.e., object 
radius, R < Debye length, 1  , we find that our calculated effective charge, cq  agrees 

very closely with the “effective charge” discussed in charge renormalization and 
counterion condensation theories17-20 (Supplementary Table 2). Thus in our work cq

denotes a calculated effective molecular charge. 

For the disordered proteins and double stranded nucleic acids we find remarkable 
agreement between the measured and calculated charges, mq  and cq , without any 

adjustable parameters (Supplementary Table 2). We further note that mq  – or its 

theoretical counterpart, cq – is the quantity of interest in “far-field” interactions, e.g., 

intermolecular or intersegment forces in a long polyelectrolyte or polyampholyte. The 
true charge of the molecule however is given by the actual charge enclosed by or 
distributed over the molecular surface, sq . Depending on the molecule’s charge density, 

its 3D structure, and solution conditions such as ionic strength and pH, sq  can itself on 

occasion be substantially less than the nominal strq , and may thus be thought of as a 

regulated molecular charge (Table S2). Finally, while the free energy calculation for 
linear polyelectrolytes is free of adjustable parameters, for a compactly folded molecule 
such as a globular protein we do in fact tune the interior dielectric coefficient, p  in 

order to obtain agreement of cq  with mq .  

The numerical error in cq  stems from the error in calculating F . Currently this 

uncertainty is generally of the order 1%, but can be up to 3-5% for highly charged 
molecules such as dsDNA. 
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2. Supplementary Text 

Experimental parameters and measurement precision  

The inputs to the overall measurement process are the object’s Stokes radius, Hr , 

nanostructure geometry, salt concentration in the electrolyte, c and slit surface charge 
density, w: all these parameters can be directly measured and/or controlled. We point 
out that although w can be measured, for highly charged surfaces, the non-linearity of 
the governing PB equation makes  relatively robust to large variations in this 

parameter (Supplementary Fig. 6). Thus, uncertainties on the slit height, 2h 
hydrodynamic radius of the particle, Hr  and solution ionic strength, c are the main 

sources of error in the overall measurement (see section below). We emphasize that 
unlike other approaches, the escape-time methodology circumvents uncertainty on 
molecular size (or equivalently, the drag coefficient) in a unique way. The mean escape 
time, esct  depends exponentially on an object’s charge but only linearly on its viscous 

drag. This means that as long as esct  is much longer than tr, the relaxation time in the 

trap, even a relatively large uncertainty in the drag coefficient only results in a small 
correction to the measured charge, e.g., for escape times 100 ms and relaxation times  
100 s, as in these experiments, 10% uncertainty in the drag coefficient results in 1% 
error in charge measurement. Thus with the salt concentration known to within 0.5% 
(Supplementary Fig. 2), the error in the measurement could stem solely from the 
statistical nature of escape time determination. In our present work the 1 second 
measurement time results in an overall average error of <5% on esct  which in turn 

translates to <0.5% error in charge determination. In absolute terms this statistical 
uncertainty ranges from 0.05 e for weakly charged matter such as 10 base ssDNA (

eff 10 q e ) to 0.5 e for a highly charged molecule such as Stm-l ( eff 100 q e ). 

Below we present a more detailed error analysis for the ETe measurement that takes 
into account uncertainties on the system parameters and experimentally measured 
quantities. 

Measurement accuracy and error propagation analysis for ETe measurements 

The overall uncertainty, ge on a quantity, ( , ,..)g x y  that is a function of observables x, y, 
z, etc., each associated with their own uncertainties xe, ye etc. is given by the following 
equation: 

22 2
2 2 2

e e e e ...
g g g

g x y z
x y z

                   
 

In our experiment the measured electrical charge on an object, mq  which we denote 

hereafter as q, depends on system parameters and experimental measurables as follows: 
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esc
m B

r

ln
t

q f k T
t


 

   
 

     

Here,m denotes the slit mid-plane potential, which well approximates the trap potential 
difference , since the electrical potential at the bottom of the trap is zero by design. 
Further, esct  is the measured escape time, and rt , the particle’s position relaxation time 

in the trap which depends inversely on the measured hydrodynamic radius, Hr . 

B2f k T in turn is a fluctuation-governed, predominantly entropic, contribution to the 

trap depth, W which arises from position fluctuations of the molecule in the axial 
dimension, and can be regarded as effectively independent of q. 

The fractional uncertainty eq

q
 on the measured charge can thus be written as 

22 2

2 2 2e
m,e esc,e r,e2 2 2

m esc r

1 1 1q q q q
t t

q q q t q t



           

                      
 

 

which simplifies to 

2 2 2

m,e r,e esc,ee
2 2

m r r
esc esc

r r

1 1

ln ln

t tq

q t tt t

t t




     
       

              
      
         

   (3) 

Of the 3 terms in Supplementary Equation (3) the latter two contain experimental 
measurables esct  and tr and can therefore be directly estimated. The first term 

Supplementary Equation on the other hand is a function of 3 additional experimental 
parameters, namely, the inverse Debye length, , the height of the channel, 2h, denoted 
for now as H, with a corresponding error he, and the surface charge density of the slit-
walls, w. Thus, we write in addition, 

22 2
m,e 2 2 2m m m

e e e2 2 2
m m m m w

1 1 1
h

H

    
     

                                  
 

We find that the following linear functions well describe the dependence of m on the 
parameters , H and w for perturbations about the nominal values: 

m

B

e
A B H

k T

   , holding w constant, and 

m w

B w1

e C

k T D

 





, holding  and h constant. 
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In experiments where c = 1 mM NaCl in slits of height 2h = H = 66.2 nm, we find the 
following values for the coefficients: A = 1, B = 0.11, C = 9.15 nm2/e and D = 37.91 
nm2/e. 

Furthermore since c  , we note that e e1

2

c

c




 , where the measured uncertainty on 

the salt concentration, e 0.5%
c

c
  (Supplementary Fig. 2). 

Thus the fractional error on the mid-plane potential, m can be written as 

   
 

2 2 2
2 2m,e 2

e e e2 2 2
m 2m m m

B B
B

1

B B C
H h

e e e
Dk T k T k T


  

   

  
              

 

Estimating the measurement error around the nominal value m

B

0.22
e

k T


 , with 

1 9.5   nm, the measured error in slit height he=1 nm (Supplementary Fig. 1d) and 
assuming a rather large (30%) uncertainty on the value of w =0.3 e/nm2, namely, 
e=0.1 e/nm2, we obtain 

 

     2 2 2m,e 2 2 2

m

0.87 10 5.26 10 2.7 10 5.97%



          

 

We now refer back to Supplementary Equation (3) to determine the total error. 

Substituting the experimentally determined value of 0.05 for the quantities r,e

r

t

t

 
 
 

 and

esc,e

esc

t

t

 
 
 

, and taking esc

r

ln 7
t

t

 
 

 
, we find that the estimated overall error in the charge 

measurement works out to    2 2e 5.97 2 0.71  % 6.05%
q

q
    

The main contribution to the measurement error thus stems from the uncertainty on the 
mid-plane potential, m which in turn depends most strongly on a geometric parameter, 
namely, the slit height, 2h. 
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List of variables and parameters 
 

Symbol Variable or parameter name 
  
A Escape-time probability density distribution fit parameter 

b Mean inter-charge spacing in linear polyelectrolytes 

c Salt concentration 

D Diameter of cylinder in quasi-1D molecular model of polyelectrolytes 

Dm Molecular diffusion coefficient 

tlag  Lag-time in SMD measurement 

e Elementary unit charge 

0 Permittivity of free space 

m Dielectric coefficient of a medium m 

p Dielectric coefficient of the interior of a protein 

f Fluctuation contribution to the trap depth 

F(r) Spatial electrostatic free energy as a function of particle position, r 

Fz(rt) Axial (z)-minimum of electrostatic free energy as a function of radial position of particle in trap, rt 

0 Non-electrostatic contribution to ionization equilibrium 

s Solvation energy of an ionized group 

 Structural charge density due to surface ionizable groups on the slit walls  

H 2h 

-1 Debye length 

Ka Acid dissociation constant 

kB Boltzmann's constant 

L  Fully extended length of a nucleic acid or intrinsically disordered protein molecule  

lb,m Bjerrum length in a medium, m 

N Number of escape events or hops  

ndye Number of frames to bleaching for a given dye species 

q*str Net electrical charge of the molecule estimated prior to chemical modification by dye 

qc Calculated effective charge 

qeff Effective electrical charge 

qm Measured effective charge 

qs Charge enclosed by or distributed over the molecular surface 

qstr Net structural electrical charge including the contribution of dye molecules 

qtheory Effective charge predicted by other theoretical approaches 

R Radius of sphere representing a globular protein 

 Volumetric number density of ionizable species 

rH Hydrodynamic radius 
rt Radial location of particle in trap 
w Regulated charge density of the slit walls 
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T Temperature 
tcycle Cycle time in fluorescence imaging 

tesc Average escape time of the molecule 
texp Exposure time in fluorescence imaging 

tlag  Lag time in fluorescence imaging 

tr Position relaxation time of the trapped molecule 

tsim  Average escape time from Brownian-Dynamics simulation 

t'sim Inferred simulated escape time after camera sampling 

W Depth of the trap or potential well 

xe Error on a parameter or variable, x 

(r) Local electrostatic potential 

m Electrical potential at the slit mid-plane 
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3. Supplementary figures and tables 

 
 
Supplementary Fig. 1. Characterization of a representative escape-time 
electrometry device. (a) SiO2 surface-topography was measured using profilometry 
and AFM, prior to fabrication of closed fluidic slits by bonding to an optical-
microscopy-compatible glass substrate. (b) Subsequent to bonding, nanoslits were 
cleaved and the cross-section subjected to scanning electron microscopy. An automated 
analysis of the height of the gap in the SEM images was performed using various edge 
detection criteria. (c) An SEM of the cross-section of the trapping nanostructure. (d) Slit 
height measurements agree remarkably in the profilometry and SEM approaches, with 
the more noisy SEM values rather reflecting edge roughness created by breakage. 
Profilometry measurements of average slit height, 2h and corresponding uncertainty, he 

 1 nm were used in the theoretical modelling. All scale bars denote 200 nm. 
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Supplementary Fig. 2. Converting measured solution conductivity to ionic 
strength. The solid line denotes the calibration function used to convert measured 
reservoir conductivity to solution ionic strength, c.  The uncertainty on concentrations of 
the calibration standards (<0.2%) are smaller than the data symbols. The overall 
uncertainty in measured c is 0.4%. 
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Supplementary Fig. 3. Single molecule diffusion (SMD) measurements on ProT 
and Stm-1. Diffusion of single molecules confined in 1-dimensional “line” traps in an 
ETe device 1 was imaged over a period of ~1 s using continuous illumination with 

exp 10t  ms. Mean square displacement, 
2

lag( )x t     values were determined for 

each trajectory and plotted as a function of lag-time, lagt , with symbol color 

identifying data from a single molecule. A global linear fit to all the data series (black 
line) performed according to Ref. 21 yields the molecular diffusion coefficient, m, SMDD . 

The obtained values for ProT and Stm-1 are tabulated below and compared with the 
respective measurements from FCS. The inferred hydrodynamic radii, Hr are in good 

agreement with those obtained from bulk FCS measurements (see Supplementary Table 
1). 
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Supplementary Fig. 4. Sequences of DNA fragments and IDPs. (a) DNA sequences 
and chemical structures of Atto 532-derivatized ssDNA and dsDNA, with charge 
carrying atoms highlighted in blue and red. A labelled ssDNA n bases in length carries a 
structural charge, str ( 3) q n e    after labelling, while a dsDNA fragment n bp in 

length carries an additional structural charge of ( 1) n e   from the unlabeled 
hybridized strand. (b) Chemical structures of the fluorescent dyes Atto 532, Cy3B and 
Alexa 546. (c) Amino acid sequences of ProT and Stm-l, with the single amino acid 
exchange site in ProT indicated by a rectangle and dye-coupling sites by a grey ellipse. 
Negatively charged residues are colored red and positive, blue. Stretches of negatively 
charged residues in ProT are highlighted in red. 
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Supplementary Fig. 5. Structural characterization and analysis of Gus. (a) Size-
exclusion chromatography of Gus in 50 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris Buffer on a Superdex 
200 Increase column, after pre-incubation for 1 hour in the indicated buffers. (b) Radial 
number density distribution, ( )i r of charged residues, D+E (red) and K+R (blue), 

relative to the geometric center of Gus (left). m ( ) r represents the corresponding 

distribution for a single monomer (right), clearly demonstrating the presence of charged 
residues in the globular interior. Insets display charge-carrying atoms in 1.5 nm and 1.1 
nm thick slices through the geometric centers of the tetramer and monomer respectively. 
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Supplementary Fig. 6. Dependence of the unit charge trap depth, Δe ψ on slit 

surface charge density. For example for measurements in 0.8 mM NaCl + 1 mM Tris 
(total salt concentration, c  1 mM), pH 9, and slits of height 2h = 66 nm, we use a slit 
surface charge density of w = -0.3 e/nm2, which comes from a single apK  charge 

regulation boundary condition for silica surfaces 16, and agrees well with our own and 
literature measurements of silica nanoslit conductance 22. Including a 0.15 nm thick 
Stern layer with a capacitance of 2.9 F/m2 decreases the value of   by 1%. 
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Supplementary Fig. 7. In silico validation of the ETe experimental method. (a) A 
distribution of 410N   escape times with a mean value simt generated from a Brownian 

Dynamics simulation (black trace) is sampled by a rectangular pulse train representing 
the time-structure of the camera’s sampling (grey trace), yielding a simulated recorded 
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escape trace below (blue line). (b) The histogram of these escape times is fit with a 

single exponential, 
sim sim

( ) exp
A t

P t
t t


 

 
  (black trace). The decay rate corresponds to 

the inferred escape time, simt , which can be compared under various camera sampling 

conditions with that of the input Poisson process, simt (see parts (d,e)). (c) Dependence 

of the expected fractional uncertainty on sim ( )t N on the number of recorded escape 

events, N. The red line denotes 1/2
sim ( )t N N  . The inset presents simulated histograms 

of average escape times for 104 realizations, each comprising N=10 or 100 events. (d) 

The ratio sim

sim

t

t


 examined for 2000N   recorded events using a range of sampling times 

given by cycle exp lagt t t  , reveals the possibility of accurate reconstruction of simt  over a 

wide range of sampling conditions, i.e., sim simt t   over a wide range of cyclet . The fit 

value of A however depends strongly on sampling conditions, and increases with cyclet . 

Note that using cycle sim0.1t t  gives a fit value sim simt t  . The average 3% uncertainty on 

the fit value of simt over the entire range of cycle

sim

t

t
 reflects the statistical expectation rather 

well, see (c). (e) Experimental measurements of esct  acquired with different sampling 

times, cyclet  indeed reflect the simulation prediction well (solid and dotted grey lines in 

(d)). (f) Experiments were performed to measure the bleaching time of the Atto 532 
label. Fluorescently labelled, trapped ProT molecules were illuminated continuously (

lag 0t  ), with the same optical intensity as in the ETe measurements and using the same 

exposure time, exp 10t  ms. The number of frames to bleaching, ndye was recorded for 

20-30 molecules. The measured values nAtto 532 = 344, nAlexa 546= 193 and nCy3B= 80 far 
exceed the mean number of frames-to-escape in the ETe measurements, which was 
typically 4.  
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Supplementary Fig. 8. Experimental details on all measurements contributing to 

mq  in Figure 3. The column “Buffer” details the range of salt concentrations and pH 

probed over all listed measurements for each species. On the right are normalised 
histograms of recorded escape times and corresponding exponential fits of esct  for a 

representative measurement, denoted in boldface. 
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Supplementary Fig. 9. Simulation of a real-time escape-time electrometry 
experiment. We simulated a series of single-molecule trapping events for a 60 b 
ssDNA molecule, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 7. Binning the trace of escape times 
in groups of N = 3 (grey data) and 21 (black data) consecutive events, for a well of 
depth, B6.4W  k T  - corresponding to the experimental measurement in Fig. 5d (top 

panel) - yields values of inferred temporal charge with corresponding uncertainties. The 
statistical variation in the inferred real-time charge values, mq is very close to the 

experimental data.  

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Table 1. Structural charge and geometric parameters of measured 
molecules. strq  represents a sequence-based estimate from equation (1) at the 

experimental pH, prior to chemical modification by fluorescent dye moieties, and using 
intrinsic pKa values from Ref. 10. L denotes the full contour length of the molecule, D 
the diameter and b the average spacing between charges in fully extended linear 
polyelectrolytes. b,wl    0.714 nm is the Bjerrum length in water at 25 °C and Hr  

represents the measured hydrodynamic radius of the molecule. ‡ b=4-7 Å for ssDNA. 
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Supplementary Table 2. The effective electrical charge of nucleic acids and 
proteins measured using ETe, and compared with our calculations and other 
theoretical predictions. All values of charge in units of –e. †sequence-based estimate 
from equation (1) at experimental pH, including the contribution of dye moieties. For 
DNA, the contribution of dyes is taken as additive in all theoretical estimates, while for 
proteins, strq remains effectively unaltered. ‡4-7 Å base-spacing; theoryq  lists the 

predicted effective charge from effective charge (charge renormalization) theories, and 
from an atomistic structure-based calculation for the globular protein. ||Ref. 18; ¶Ref. 23; 
§Ref. 24 ; #calculated from pK-1/2 values based on PDB structure 
(http://biophysics.cs.vt.edu/H++, version 3.2) 14. sq  represents the electrical charge of 

the molecule resulting from charge regulation of the ionizable groups, calculated using 
our model (see section on ‘Theoretical approach’). Our calculated effective charge, cq

carries an estimated 1-5% uncertainty due to numerical error in F . Measurement 
errors reported for mq are s.e.m. Complete experimental details on the measurements are 

presented in Supplementary Fig. 8.  
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4. Captions for Videos 

Supplementary Video 1 

The video displays a time series of images of fluorescently labelled single ProT 
molecules thermally sampling an array of electrostatic traps, superimposed on an SEM 
of the nanostructured trapping topography (Panel A, scale bar denotes 2 m). The 
sampling rate in the experiment was 20 Hz ( cycle 50t  ms), but displayed frames 

represent a sampling of 4 Hz. Panel B displays the fluorescence signal (red trace) from a 
single trap (demarcated by a white box in (A)). In a typical experiment, escape-time 
data from all traps in an array are pooled and fit with a single exponential to give the 
measured escape time, esct  (Panel C). The video is slowed down by 5. 

Supplementary Video 2 

The video presents a short stretch of a real time ETe measurement on a single 60 b 
ssDNA molecule (molecule #4 in Fig. 5). Panel A presents fluorescence images of a 
single molecule and its trajectory in real-time superimposed on an SEM of the 
nanostructured surface. Scale bar denotes 500 nm. The sampling rate in the experiment 
was around 200 Hz ( cycle 5t  ms).  All frames are displayed. Panel B displays durations, 

esc,it  of individual escape events, i. In this case, every 3 escape events or ‘hops’ yields 

an average escape time measurement, esct (dashed green line) which is converted into a 

measurement of mq  (black symbols, panel (C)). Panel C presents real-time 

measurements of  esct  and mq  at an average time resolution of 130 ms. Note that the 

third measurement point arises from relatively rapid escape of the molecule indicating a 
lower than average temporal effective charge. The video is slowed down by 60. 
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